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Abstract
Loops with conditional branches have multiple execution
paths which are dicult to software pipeline. The modulo scheduling technique for software pipelining addresses
this problem by converting loops with conditional branches
into straight-line code before scheduling. In this paper we
present an Enhanced Modulo Scheduling (EMS) technique
that can achieve a lower minimum Initiation Interval than
modulo scheduling techniques that rely on either Hierarchical Reduction or If-conversion with Predicated Execution.
These three modulo scheduling techniques have been implemented in a prototype compiler. We show that for existing architectures which support one branch per cycle, EMS
performs approximately 18% better than Hierarchical Reduction. We also show that If-conversion with Predicated
Execution outperforms EMS assuming one branch per cycle. However, with hardware support for multiple branches
per cycle, EMS should perform as well as or better than
If-conversion with Predicated Execution.

1 Introduction
Software pipelining has been shown to be an e ective
technique for scheduling loop intensive programs on VLIW
and superscalar processors [1] [2] [3] [4]. The principle behind software pipelining is to overlap or pipeline di erent
iterations of the loop body in order to expose sucient
operation-level parallelism to exploit the underlying parallel hardware. The resulting software pipeline schedule
consists of a prologue, a kernel, and an epilogue. The prologue initiates the rst p iterations. After the rst p  I I
cycles, where I I is the Initiation Interval, a steady state
is reached. In the steady state or kernel, one iteration is
completed every I I cycles. After the kernel nishes execution, the epilogue completes the last p iterations. For
loops with large trip counts, most of the execution time
is spent executing the kernel. Thus, the goal of software
pipelining techniques is to nd the smallest possible kernel,
or equivalently, I I .
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The two basic approaches to software pipelining differ in the way that the operations are scheduled and
resource constraints are applied. The rst approach is
based on global code compaction which schedules an operation as early as possible and enforces resource constraints after a steady state is found. Techniques which
utilize this approach are Perfect Pipelining [5], Enhanced
Pipeline Scheduling [6], and GURPR* [7]. The second
approach, Modulo Scheduling, uses the resource and recurrence constraints to determine a tight lower bound
on I I and delays operations in order to resolve resource con icts [8] [9] [10] [11]. For loops without conditional branches and cross-iteration dependences, Rau and
Glaeser have proven that Modulo Scheduling will yield an
optimal schedule for certain resource constraints [9]. Furthermore, for loops without conditional branches, Modulo
Scheduling should perform better than the global compaction approaches, which may misschedule the resources.
Jones and Allan empirically showed that Modulo Scheduling performs better than Enhanced Pipeline Scheduling for
single basic block loops [12].
These two approaches also di er in the way that loops
with conditional branches are handled. Loops with conditional branches are dicult to software pipeline because
there are multiple paths of execution to schedule. The
global code compaction approach uses Fisher's code motion rules [13] to guarantee that operations are scheduled
properly in the presence of conditional branches. The
Modulo Scheduling approach avoids the need for such operations by transforming the loop into straight-line code
before scheduling.
Two techniques, Hierarchical Reduction [3] and Ifconversion with Predicated Execution [14] [15], have been
proposed to convert loops with conditional branches into
straight-line code. Hierarchical Reduction collapses conditional constructs (e.g. if-then-else) into pseudo-operations
by list scheduling both paths of the conditional construct
and merging them into one path by taking the union of
the resource usages along each path [3] [10]. Hierarchical Reduction does not assume special hardware support.
Thus, after modulo scheduling, the code is regenerated by
expanding the pseudo-operations and copying other op-
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erations scheduled during the same cycle to both paths
of execution. If-conversion removes conditional branches
by computing a condition for the execution of each operation [16] [17]. Predicated Execution is an architecture
feature that supports conditional execution by providing
predicate registers that hold the condition for execution
of the operations. A predicate register is speci ed for
each operation, and predicate de ne operations are used
to set the predicate registers based on the appropriate condition [14] [15].
The Modulo Scheduling technique rst determines a
tight lower bound on I I based on the resource usages and
cross-iteration dependence cycles. In this paper, minimum
II refers to this lower bound. In the presence of conditional
branches, the minimum I I due to resource usages is determined by the most heavily used resource along any execution path. Both Hierarchical Reduction and If-conversion
with Predicated Execution place restrictions on the operation scheduling that may prevent Modulo Scheduling
from achieving this I I . If-conversion with Predicated Execution schedules operations along all execution paths together. Thus, the minimum I I for Predicated Execution
is constrained by the sum of the resource usages of all loop
operations rather than those along the most constrained
execution path. Although Hierarchical Reduction takes
the union of the resource usages along both paths of a conditional construct, it restricts the code schedule by rst list
scheduling the operations along both paths. This creates
pseudo-operations with complicated resource usage patterns. These pseudo-operations are more likely to have
resource con icts which prevent nding a schedule for the
minimum I I .
In this paper we present an Enhanced Modulo Scheduling (EMS) technique that schedules loops with conditional
branches in such a way that the minimum I I can be obtained. Essentially, EMS uses If-conversion with no additional hardware support for conditional execution. Thus,
like Hierarchical Reduction, the code must be regenerated
by inserting conditional branches after modulo scheduling.
EMS combines the bene ts of both previous techniques,
since If-conversion eliminates the need for prescheduling
conditional constructs, and regeneration eliminates the
need to sum the resource constraints from all execution
paths. Also, like Modulo Scheduling with Hierarchical Reduction [3], EMS does not require special hardware support. Therefore, it can be used on existing processors
which do not provide hardware support for predicated execution.
In this paper we present the EMS algorithm and compare the performance of the three Modulo Scheduling techniques: EMS, Hierarchical Reduction, and Predicated Execution. In addition, we compare the performance of the
Modulo Scheduling techniques against a global code compaction technique, GURPR* [7]. We also discuss the xedI I limitation [18] of these techniques and some of the possible solutions currently being explored. Although the methods discussed in this paper can be used for both VLIW and
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superscalar processors, we will use VLIW terminology to
clarify the discussion. Thus, an instruction refers to a very
long instruction word which contains multiple operations.

2 Enhanced Modulo Scheduling
The EMS algorithm consists of ve steps:
1. Apply If-conversion to convert the loop body into
straight-line predicated code.
2. Generate the data dependence graph.
3. Modulo schedule the loop body.
4. Generate the software pipeline stages using modulo
variable expansion to rename overlapping register lifetimes.
5. Regenerate the explicit control structure of the code
by inserting conditional branch operations.
While the EMS algorithm can handle more complicated
control ow graphs1 , due to space limitations, the algorithm presented in this paper applies to loops with structured control ow graphs. The more general EMS algorithm is presented in [19].

2.1 If-conversion
Before modulo scheduling can be performed, the code
must be converted into straight-line code by removing
conditional branches and thus control dependences. Ifconversion is a technique to convert control dependences
into data dependences by computing a condition for the
execution of each operation [16] [17]. To support Ifconversion, EMS uses an internal predicated representation similar to the one used in the compiler for the Cydra 5 processor, which has explicit hardware support for
Predicated Execution [14] [15]. Additional features have
been added to the representation to account for the fact
that there is no explicit hardware support [19].
The RK algorithm, developed by Park and Schlansker,
is used to perform If-conversion using predicates [20]. Conditional branches are replaced by predicate de ne operations, and the basic blocks are assigned the appropriate
predicates. Each basic block is assigned only one predicate, which is de ned for all the operations in the block.
Each predicate has both a true and a false form. For the
conditional branch in a simple if-then-else construct, the
fall-through basic block is assigned the false predicate and
the branch-target basic block is assigned the true predicate. The predicate de ne operation sets the true (false)
predicate and clears the false (true) predicate if the branch
condition is true (false).
Figure 1 shows an example loop control ow graph and
Figure 2 shows how the RK algorithm would predicate this
1 This is another bene t of If-conversion over Hierarchical
Reduction, the application of which is limited to if-then-else
constructs.
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A:

r1 <- r1 + 8
r2 <- label_A(r1)
bne r1, 0, C

B:

C:

r3 <- r2 + c1

r3 <- r2 * c2
jump D

D:

label_A(r1) <- r3
bne r1, max, A

Figure 1: Example loop before If-conversion.

A’:
A:

B:
C:
D:

r1 <- r1 + 8

<0, T>

(add)

r2 <- label_A(r1)

<0, T>

(ld)

p <- pred_define(r1!=0)

<0, T>

(pd)

r3 <- r2 + c1

<p, F>

(fadd)

r3 <- r2 * c2

<p, T>

(fmul)

pred_merge {p}

<0, T>

(pm)

label_A(r1) <- r3

<0, T>

(st)

bne r1, max, A

<0, T>

(br)

Figure 2: Example loop after If-conversion.
graph. Each node in Figure 1 represents a basic block. In
Figure 2, predicate de ne operations have been inserted
into the basic blocks, and the basic blocks have been assigned the correct predicates. A predicate has an id and
type, represented as < id; type >. For example, basic
block B has a predicate with id = p and type = F (false)
and basic block C has a predicate < p; T >. The predicate de ne operation in basic block A will set (clear) the
predicate < p; T > (< p; F >) if r1 != 0 and clear (set)
the predicate < p; T > (< p; F >) if r1 == 0. Note that
basic blocks A and D have the default predicate < 0; T >,
which is always set. After predication, all the basic blocks
can be merged into one basic block, A0 .
To nd the tightest software pipeline schedule, all operations should be available during modulo scheduling.
Adding operations after scheduling may unnecessarily increase the size of the kernel (I I ). Thus, operations required for code regeneration should be explicit.
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During code regeneration, predicate de ne operations
are replaced by the corresponding conditional branches
which create two paths. Separate paths are only needed
for the lifetime of the predicate. Once the predicate is no
longer live (i.e., there are no further uses of the predicate),
its paths can be merged. Although correct code can be generated without merging, this causes unnecessary code expansion. Alternatively, this information can be determined
during code regeneration by performing live-variable analysis [21] and inserting a jump operation once the predicate is no longer live. However, this prevents scheduling
the jump operation during modulo scheduling. Thus, a
predicate merge operation is used that has the scheduling attributes of a jump operation. During predication, a
predicate merge operation is inserted at the beginning of
a basic block if the basic block has multiple predecessors,
and it post-dominates [21] all of its predecessors. A predicate merge operation is inserted at the beginning of basic
block D since D post-dominates both B and C. The predicates being merged are those of the post-dominated basic
blocks. In the example, the predicate merge operation in
D merges predicate p.

2.2 Dependence Graph Generation
Only operations which have a control path between
them can be dependent on one another. In the original
loop body, operations along di erent control paths are in
di erent basic blocks with no path of control connecting
them. After If-conversion, the loop body is reduced to one
basic block. Thus, predicates need to be used to determine
whether there is a control path between two operations in
one iteration. There is always a control path between two
operations from di erent iterations. A Predicate Graph is
used to determine if there is a control path between two
operations within one iteration [22].
After determining that there is a control path between
two operations, the dependence relation ( ow, anti, output) is determined [21]. The dependences arising from the
predicate operations are determined by the following rules:
There is a ow dependence between predicate de ne operations and the operations that are assigned that predicate.
There is an output dependence between the predicate dene operation and predicate merge operation for a given
predicate. There is an anti dependence between operations
assigned a predicate and the respective predicate merge.
Figure 3 shows the dependence graph for the example in Figure 2. The arcs are labeled with the tuple
< type; distance; latency >. The type is either
ow (f),
anti (a), or output (o). The distance is the number of iterations the dependence spans. The latency is the minimum
number of cycles needed to satisfy the dependence (with
respect to issue times). For this example we assume that
the fadd and fmul have a two cycle latency, and ld operations have a three cycle latency. The remaining operations
have a single cycle latency. Note that there is no output
dependence between the fadd and fmul since there is no
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<f,1,1>

4

cycles, C I I , is

add

2 X

<f,0,1>

6

ld

CII

<f,0,3>

pd
<f,0,1>

fadd
<o,0,1>

fmul

<a,0,0>

pm
<f,0,2>

st

br

Figure 3: Simple example loop dependence graph.
control path between predicates < p; F > and < p; T >.
Also note that the predicate merge operation (pm) is output dependent on pd and anti dependent on fadd and fmul.
Cross-iteration anti dependences are not shown in Figure 3
since they are removed by register renaming during modulo variable expansion.

2.3 Modulo Scheduling
In a modulo-scheduled software pipeline, a loop iteration is initiated every I I cycles, where I I is the Initiation
Interval [9] [3] [11] [23]. The I I is constrained by the most
heavily utilized resource and the worst-case recurrence for
the loop. These constraints each form a lower bound for I I .
The minimum II is the maximum of these lower bounds.
In the EMS approach, the minimum I I due to resource
constraints is determined by the most heavily utilized resource along any execution path. If an execution path p
uses a resource r for cpr cycles and there are nr copies of
this resource, then the minimum I I due to resource constraints, RI I , is
RI I


l
m
cpr
= max
max
;
p2P r2R n

r

where P is the set of all execution paths and R is the set
of all resources.
Cross-iteration dependences can cause recurrences that
force a maximum latency for the operations on the recurrence path or dependence cycle. If a dependence edge, e, in
a cycle has latency le and connects operations that are de
iterations apart, then the minimum I I due to dependence
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where C is the set of all dependence cycles and Ec is the
set of edges in dependence cycle c.
Once the minimum I I has been determined, operations
are scheduled using the basic algorithm outlined by Rau
and Glaeser [9] with improvements from the Cydra 5 compiler implementation [23]. Before any operations are scheduled, the loop-back branch is xed in the last cycle of the
schedule (assuming no branch delay slots). The remaining
operations are scheduled according to their priority and
dependence constraints, such that all higher-priority operations are scheduled before lower-priority operations. The
scheduling priorities are assigned such that the most constrained operations have the highest priority and the least
constrained have the lowest priority. Thus, the operations
in a dependence cycle have the highest priority. Operations that have predecessors and successors which are in
a dependence cycle have the next highest priority. The
remaining operations have the lowest priority. Operations
involved in dependence cycles and operations constrained
from above and below by operations in dependence cycles
are scheduled using heuristics developed for the Cydra 5
compiler [23]. Once an operation is ready to schedule, it
is scheduled at the earliest start time2 unless there is a
resource con ict. If there is a resource con ict, it is scheduled in the next available slot as discussed below.
If a schedule cannot be found for the minimum I I , I I is
incremented and the scheduling process is repeated. This
iterative scheduling process proceeds until the I I reaches
a predetermined upper limit, at which time the loop is
considered to be un t for software pipelining.
During scheduling, resource con icts are identi ed using a modulo resource reservation table [3]. Figure 4 shows
the modulo resource reservation table after the operations
in the example of Figure 2 have been scheduled. For this
example, the processor has two uniform functional units
with the exception that only FU2 has a branch unit. That
is, any operation except a branch operation can be executed in either functional unit. The minimum I I due
to resources, RI I , is the maximum of the uniform resource constraints
 the branch constraint. That is,
 7   3and
RI I = max(
2 ; 1 ) = 4. Since the only recurrence is
for the add operation, which has a self- ow dependence
with unit distance and unit latency, C I I = 1. Thus,
I I = max(RI I ; C I I ) = 4. There are I I rows in the modulo resource reservation table and a column for each functional unit. In order to schedule an operation that uses a
2 When scheduling forward (backwards), i.e. after all predecessors (successors) have been scheduled, an operation is scheduled at the earliest (latest) start time. For brevity, we use earliest start time throughout this paper.
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Cycle Mod II
0
1
2
3

FU1
(no branch)

FU2
(w/ branch)

add
s=0
ld
s=1
st
s=6

fadd <p,F> / fmul <p,T>
s=4
pd
s=1
pm
s=6
br
s=3

Figure 4: Modulo resource reservation table of example loop. s is the start time of the operation in cycles.
functional unit i at time tj , there must not be a resource
con ict at row tj mod I I and column F U i.
There are three possible states for each slot in the reservation table: empty, no-con ict, and full. A slot is empty
if no resources have been scheduled in that slot. A nocon ict slot occurs when there is no control path between
the operation being scheduled and operations that have
already reserved the slot. For instance, operations from
one iteration that are from di erent paths of a conditional
branch can be scheduled in the same slot. In Figure 4,
the fadd and fmul operations do not con ict since they
are from the same iteration (i.e., they have the same start
time) and they have complimentary predicates. A slot is
full with respect to the operation being scheduled if there
is a control path between the operation and the operations
that have already reserved the slot.
To nd the tightest schedule, rst determine if there are
any no-con ict slots in the modulo resource reservation table for this operation. If there are, select the earliest available slot with respect to the earliest start time for that
operation. Otherwise, schedule the operations in the earliest available empty slot. Note in Figure 4 that operation
pm is ready to be scheduled in cycle 5. However, there is a
resource con ict, and thus, it must be delayed until cycle
6. This delaying of operations to satisfy resource con icts
is the essence of Modulo Scheduling.
EMS has more scheduling freedom than other Modulo Scheduling techniques. Hierarchical Reduction will
list schedule the if-construct to form a pseudo-operation.
For example, in Figure 1, the conditional branch in basic block A and the operations in basic blocks B and
C are list scheduled to form a pseudo-operation that is
then modulo scheduled with the other operations in the
loop. Pseudo nodes tend to have more complicated resource patterns than individual operations causing more
resource con icts. Since EMS does not preschedule the
operations before modulo scheduling, there are fewer resource con icts.
With Predicated Execution, all operations in the loop
are fetched, and those with their predicates set complete
execution. Thus, whereas both Hierarchical Reduction and
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EMS can schedule two operations from di erent control
paths in the same slot, Predicated Execution only allows
one operation per slot. For this reason, fadd and fmul
cannot be scheduled in the same slot as they are in Figure 4. Compared to EMS, Predicated Execution has a
larger number of operations along the critical path3 .

2.4 Software Pipeline Generation with
Modulo Variable Expansion
At this point, the steady state or kernel of the software
pipeline has been scheduled. It consists of one I I . Before generating the rest of the software pipeline, we have
to determine if the kernel needs to be unrolled to avoid
overlapping register lifetimes. Since one loop iteration can
span multiple I I 's, the lifetime of a register can overlap
itself. To guarantee that a value in a register is not overwritten, the loop body must be unrolled enough times to
satisfy the longest register lifetime. Then the overlapping
registers are renamed. This optimization is called modulo
variable expansion [3]. The lifetime of a predicate variable
may also overlap itself. Although these variables do not
map to physical registers, they are also renamed in order
to regenerate the code properly[19].
After renaming, the kernel has been unrolled u times.
Next, the stages of the prologue and epilogue are generated, where each stage has II cycles. The number of stages
time  , 1,
in the prologue (and epilogue), p, is latest issue
II
where the latest issue time is de ned by the modulo schedule over all operations in the loop.
After all stages are created, the loop back branch is
removed from all but the last stage in the kernel. Allowing
early exits from the loop requires special epilogues for each
stage in the prologue and kernel, which increases the code
generation complexity and code expansion considerably.
With only one exit from the loop, the software pipelined
loop must execute p + k  u times, where k is an integer
greater than or equal to one. A non-software pipelined
version of the loop is required to execute the remaining
number of iterations. If the loop trip count is greater than
p + u, the remaining number of iterations is (trip count ,
p) mod u. If the trip count is less than p + u, only the
non-software pipelined loop is executed. If the trip count
is known to be less than p + u at compile time, the software
pipeline is not generated.

2.5 Code Regeneration
Once each stage of the pipeline has been generated and
the registers have been renamed, the basic block representation must be regenerated by replacing the predicate
de ne operations with conditional branches.
3 EMS does require additional jump instructions that are not
needed for Predicate Execution. However, Predicate Execution
may require additional operations such as predicate clears that
are not needed for EMS.
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r4 <- r5 + 8
r2 <- label_A(r4)

bne r4, 0, L1

L1:

L2: r5 <- r4 + 8
r2 <- label_A(r5)

label_A(r4) <- r3

r3 <- r2 + c1

L3: r5 <- r4 + 8

L6:

bne r5, 0, L5

label_A(r4) <- r3

jump L6

L4: label_A(r4) <- r3

r3 <- r2 * c2

r2 <- label_A(r5)

bne r5, 0, L4

jump L7

L5: label_A(r4) <- r3

L7:
r4 <- r5 + 8

r3 <- r2 + c1

r4 <- r5 + 8

r3 <- r2 * c2

r2 <- label_A(r4)

bne r4, 0, L8

r2 <- label_A(r4)

bne r4, 0, L9

label_A(r5) <- r3

L8: label_A(r5) <- r3

L10:

label_A(r5) <- r3

jump L10

bne r4, max, L2

L9: label_A(r5) <- r3

L11:

bne r4, max, L3

r3 <- r2 * c2

r3 <- r2 + c1
label_A(r4) <- r3

jump L11

jump L12

label_A(r4) <- r3

L12:

Figure 5: The software pipelined loop after regeneration.
The regeneration of the software pipeline for the example loop is shown in Figure 5. Each node is a basic block,
and each row in a node is a VLIW instruction. Note that
the kernel must be unrolled two times since the longest
register lifetime modulo I I is two. Register r1 is the only
register that must be renamed. For a VLIW processor
without interlocking, the empty operation slots are lled
with no-op's. For a VLIW processor with interlocking, instructions which consist of only empty slots are deleted.
For partially full instructions, the empty operation slots
are lled with no-op's4 .

3 Experimental Results
3.1 Compiler Support
The three Modulo Scheduling techniques, referred to as
EMS, Hierarchical Reduction, and Predicated Execution,
have been implemented in the IMPACT C compiler. In order to compare Modulo Scheduling against another xed-II
software pipelining technique, GURPR* [7] has also been
implemented in the IMPACT compiler [24]. Like EMS and
4

For a superscalar processor, the empty slots can be ignored.
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Hierarchical Reduction, GURPR* does not require additional hardware support.
In the GURPR* algorithm, the loop body is compacted
and pipelined assuming a minimum II determined by the
inter-body dependence distance. From this intermediate
pipeline representation, II is determined as the shortest
interval that contains all operations in the loop. Once this
interval is determined, it may contain multiple copies of an
operation. Any redundant operations are deleted so that
exactly one iteration is completed within one II. In our
implementation of GURPR* no global code compaction
is performed. We found that techniques such as trace
scheduling and code percolation tend to increase both the
longest path and the resource con icts, thereby increasing
II. It is possible that some heuristics could be applied to
these code compaction techniques to improve the performance of GURPR*.
For each technique, scheduling is applied to the appropriate loops after performing classical code optimizations [21] and after translation into the target machine
assembly code but before register allocation. In our current implementation, we apply software pipelining to inner
loops that do not have function calls or early exits from
the loop (e.g., return statements).

3.2 Machine Model
The machine model for these experiments is a VLIW
processor with no interlocking. There are uniform resource
constraints with the exception that only one branch can
be issued per cycle. Other than the branch operation, we
use the instruction set and operation latencies of the Intel
i8605 . Most integer operations take 1 cycle except for the
integer load which takes 2 cycles. The integer multiply and
divide and the oating point divide are implemented using
approximation algorithms [25]. The oating point load,
ALU, and single-precision multiply take 3 cycles, and the
double precision multiply takes 4 cycles. For the branch
operation we assume that the compare and branch are performed in 1 cycle. Thus, there are no branch delay slots.
There are four basic kinds of compare and branch operations: equal, not equal, greater than, and greater than
or equal. For each kind there are three types: integer,
single-precision oating point, and double-precision oating point. There are also signed and unsigned versions of
the integer greater than and greater than or equal operations. In total, there are 14 types of branch and compare
operations.
Likewise, for the Predicated Execution model, there are
14 predicate de ne operations and a predicate clear operation to reset the predicates. These operations have one
cycle latency. The architecture support for Predicated Execution is similar to the model used in the Cydra 5 [15].
There is a predicate register le and hardware to prevent
the write back of results for operations whose predicate is
5 We assume that the load and oating point pipelines are
automatically advanced.
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cleared in the predicate register le. Each operation in a
VLIW instruction has a predicate register speci er.
The base processor for these experiments is a RISC processor with an in nite register le and ideal cache. For the
predicated execution model, the predicate register le size
is unlimited. The base schedule is a basic block schedule. The experiments were performed using machines with
instruction widths or issue rates of 2, 4, and 8.

3.3 Benchmarks
The focus of this study is to analyze the relative performance of conditional branch handling techniques. To
run our experiments, we collected a set of 26 loops with
conditional branches from the Perfect benchmarks. All
conditional constructs are structured and non-nested. Of
the 26 loops considered, 18 have one conditional construct,
7 have two constructs, and 1 has three constructs. Only
DOALL loops (loops without cross-iteration memory dependencies) were included in the test suite.

3.4 Results

14

6 An optimization, induction variable reversal [26] is performed to transform induction variable recurrences into selfrecurrences. Thus, CII is one for the loops used in this paper.
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Figure 6: Speedup of the three Modulo Scheduling
techniques and GURPR*.

Performance

Given equivalent resource constraints, EMS should perform better than both Predicated Execution and Hierarchical Reduction since Predicated Execution needs to fetch
operations from every execution path through the loop
and Hierarchical Reduction has pseudo-operations with
complicated resource usage patterns. Figure 6 shows the
speedup of the four techniques for issue 2, 4, and 8, where
each point is the harmonic mean of the speedup of the individual loops. EMS performs 18%, 17%, and 19% better
than Hierarchical Reduction for issue rates 2, 4, and 8,
respectively. Due to the one branch per cycle restriction
for EMS, Predicated Execution performs 2%, 6% and 27%
better than EMS for issue rates 2, 4, and 8, respectively.
The GURPR* technique may have redundant operations that are removed after II has been determined.
Thus, the resource constraints are not entirely known
while the loops are being overlapped. As shown in Figure 6, GURPR* tends to have a larger II than the Modulo
Scheduling techniques which apply the exact resource constraints.
Figure 7 shows the arithmetic mean of RI I and the
achieved I I for the four techniques. Since loops without
cross-iteration memory dependences were used, the minimum I I is always RI I 6 . The graph shows the number of
cycles per I I , and thus, the size of the bar is inversely proportional to the performance of the technique. Figure 7
illustrates why EMS performs better than both Hierarchical Reduction and GURPR* and not as well as Predicated
Execution.
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Figure 7: Average minimum II (RII ) versus achieved
II .
For EMS, RI I is determined by the most heavily utilized resource along any execution path. This minimum I I
may not be achieved if operations from di erent execution
paths have start times from di erent I I 's, which prevent
them from using the same resource. In the worst case, the
resource usages are summed as in Predicated Execution.
Our results indicate that EMS almost always achieves its
minimum I I . Although the precision in Figure 7 does not
show the di erences, the average II is 0.1% and 0.3% percent larger than the the average RII for issue rates 2 and
4, respectively.
For Hierarchical Reduction, RI I is determined after
the operations in the conditional construct have been list
scheduled and the pseudo-operations have been formed by
taking the union of the resource usages along both paths.
The union of the resource usages after list scheduling is
always greater than or equal to the most constrained re-
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source along either path. Figure 7 shows that, on average,
RI I is larger for Hierarchical Reduction than for EMS.
In addition to having a larger average RI I , Hierarchical
Reduction often cannot achieve this minimum due to the
complex resource usage patterns of the pseudo-operations.
Note that RI I for EMS is larger than RI I for Predicated Execution. This is because the one branch per cycle
constraint often limits the minimum I I for EMS (especially for issue-8 machines). If the underlying architecture
supports multiple branches per cycle, EMS should perform
as well as or better than Predicated Execution since EMS
almost always achieves its minimum I I .
While GURPR* does not use RII to determine the minimum II during the pipelining stage, it does represent a
lower bound for the achieved II. EMS and GURPR* have
the same minimum II since neither has hardware support
and neither creates pseudo-operations that may increase
RII. However, due to the insertion of cycles when a resource con ict arises, GURPR* rarely achieves this minimum II.

Code Expansion
The disadvantage of EMS and other techniques that require explicit conditional branches is that there may be
multiple copies of an operation, each on a di erent control
path. Furthermore, after software pipelining, a conditional
construct can overlap itself. If it overlaps itself n times,
there can be order 2n times code expansion. Figure 8 shows
the arithmetic mean of the code expansion of the four techniques. The code expansion is determined by the number
of instructions in the software pipeline (after code regeneration for EMS, Hierarchical Reduction, and GURPR*)
divided by the number of instructions in the basic block
schedule. The code expansion due to the additional nonsoftware pipelined loop is not included. However, this will
add the same number of instructions for all techniques.
Also, for Predicated Execution, the code expansion due to
the predicate register speci ers has not been included since
it is implementation dependent.
As expected, the code expansion for EMS is larger
than for Predicated Execution due to code regeneration
and larger than for Hierarchical Reduction since forming a
tighter schedule will overlap more conditional constructs.
The code expansion for EMS is 52%, 60%, and 105% larger
than for Hierarchical Reduction and is 75%, 103%, and
257% larger than for Predicated Execution for issue 2,
4, and 8 respectively. If the underlying architecture supported multiple branches per cycle, the code expansion for
EMS would be even larger.
Even though GURPR* does not perform as well as the
other techniques, it has the largest code expansion. This
is because the original II is equal to one for loops without
cross-iteration memory dependences and after induction
variable reversal. Thus, many iterations are overlapped
during the pipelining phase before the nal II is determined [24]. This increases the overlap of the conditional
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Figure 8: Code Expansion of the three Modulo
Scheduling techniques and GURPR*.
Avg.

padec
wcont

#FP-Ops #Branches #Ops
1.85
1.35
52.62
6
1
166
1
1
15

Table 1: Benchmark loop characteristics before software pipelining.
constructs resulting in larger code expansion.
Tables 1 and 2 are provided to add insight into how the
loop characteristics and scheduling parameters a ect code
expansion. In these tables, data for the loops are presented
which correspond to the worst case (padec) and best case
(wcont) code expansion (with respect to EMS) as well as
for the average over all loops. In Table 1, #FP-Ops is the
number of oating point operations in the longest path of
a conditional construct, #Branches refers to the number of
conditional branches within the loop body (not including
the loop-back branch), and #Ops refers to the number of
operations in the loop. In Table 2, four scheduling parameters are presented: the number of stages in the prologue,
the number of times the kernel is unrolled, the number of
VLIW instructions (assuming no interlocking), and II.
With hardware support for predicated execution, the
number of VLIW instructions assuming no interlock is
(2  Stages + U nroll)  I I . Without hardware support,
the number of VLIW instructions cannot be directly calculated since it depends on the degree of overlapping of the
conditional constructs. The code expansion for the techniques that use regeneration can be determined by comparing their scheduling parameters against those of Predicated Execution. For example, considering EMS for the
worst case loop (padec), although Stages and Unroll are
identical and II is similar, VLIW for EMS is 31% larger
than VLIW for Predicated Execution.
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Technique

Param.
Stages
Hierarch. Unroll
Reduction VLIW
II
Stages
Predicated Unroll
Execution VLIW
II
Enhanced Stages
Modulo
Unroll
Scheduling VLIW
II
Stages
GURPR* Unroll
VLIW
II

Avg.
4.50
5.76
301.88
13.73
5.46
6.88
235.62
12.08
5.34
6.50
416.77
12.42
3.27
4.27
397.69
23.85

padec

7
8
1202
41
6
8
840
42
6
8
1100
41
4
5
1360
88

wcont

3
4
47
4
3
4
40
4
3
4
47
4
3
4
57
5

Table 2: Scheduling parameters for the four software
pipelining techniques.

4 Future Work
In this paper we have introduced the EMS technique
and shown how EMS can produce a tighter schedule than
Modulo Scheduling with either Hierarchical Reduction or
Predicated Execution. However, more work is required
to complete the analysis of the three Modulo Scheduling
techniques. We are currently expanding the regeneration
algorithm to handle architectures which support multiple
branches per cycle. Furthermore, we are analyzing the
performance impact of code expansion using a non-ideal
instruction cache. Finally, we are studying the e ect of a
nite register le using the rst- t allocation with con ictordering register allocation technique proposed by Rau et.
al. [27].
There is a limitation of the xed-II techniques that
variable-II techniques [6] do not encounter [18]. Fixed-II
techniques create gaps in the schedule for execution paths
not constrained by the minimum II. We are currently investigating several solutions to this problem. One possible
solution is to perform global code compaction after modulo scheduling. This will also remove gaps formed after
unrolling for modulo variable expansion such as those created by removing the loop-back branch from all but the
last stage in the kernel. Another possible solution is to
use pro ling information to identify the most frequently
executed path, which is then software pipelined [28]. This
solution is particularly bene cial for loops in which the
most frequently executed path is much shorter than the
other paths. In the loops we have studied, this is often
the case since the longer paths often correspond to exception handling code or code which calculates a boundary
condition.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a new technique for
modulo scheduling that converts loops with conditional
branches into straight line code by applying If-conversion
assuming no conditional execution hardware support. This
technique, Enhanced Modulo Scheduling (EMS), combines
the bene ts of the previous Modulo Scheduling techniques,
If-conversion with Predicated Execution and Hierarchical
Reduction, to remove the limitations of each technique. Ifconversion eliminates the need for prescheduling the paths
of the conditional construct, which is essential to Hierarchical Reduction. Code regeneration eliminates the need
to sum the resource usages from all execution paths as
required in If-conversion with Predicated Execution.
All three Modulo Scheduling techniques and GURPR*
have been implemented in a prototype compiler. For existing architectures which support one branch per cycle, EMS
performs approximately 18% better than Modulo Scheduling with Hierarchical Reduction. For future architectures,
EMS with hardware support for multiple branches per cycle should perform as well as or slightly better than Modulo
Scheduling with Predicated Execution. Given the approximately equivalent performance of these two techniques, future designers can determine the more cost-e ective hardware implementation.
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